
Rule breaking from values

The truth about systems is that we tend to play roles, remember? Our roles are who we are in response to the rules of the
system. The roles may be a great fit for who we actually are, but they may not be. Change has to be constructive not
destructive and the best way to distinguish between the two is to make changes based on your values.
 
You cannot start reforming your system until you know who you really are at your best and truest level. Otherwise you'll
tend to take on a role that fits the system, and the reform won't happen in a way that serves you.
 
On the next sheet is a list of values. I want you to go through them and mark the top 20 that describe you at your best.
When you've done that narrow it down to 10 that are your core values. Then finally decide on your three non-negotiable
values. 
 
In an area of your life that you know needs reform in some way, take one of these non-negotiable values and brainstorm
10 ways (be as crazy and out there as you want!!) that you could start to bring reform according to that value. So if your
value was learning and you know that you need reform at work you could... read a new book every lunch time, email
your boss a quote every morning, interview every colleague you have for their best learned wisdom, take a college
course, petition your work to fund you retraining, give your most annoying colleague a book that would 
help them grow... etc etc No idea is a bad idea! 
 
Then of course, I'd love you to try something! Simpy give it a go and see whether it changes anything.
And then keep going!! 
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My values 
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 Authenticity • Achievement • Adventure • Assertiveness •  Authority • Autonomy • Balance • Beauty • Boldness •

Compassion • Challenge • Citizenship • Community • Competency • Contribution • Courage • Creativity • Curiosity •

Decisiveness • Determination • Enthusiasm • Fairness • Faith • Fame • Flexibility • Friendships • Fun •  Future-focus •

Generosity • Growth • Happiness • Honesty • Humour • Independence • Influence • Inner Harmony • Integrity • Justice •

Kindness • Knowledge • Leadership • Learning • Love • Loyalty • Meaningful Work • Openness • Optimism • Patience •

Peace • Pleasure • Poise • Popularity • Practical • Praise • Principled • Quality • Recognition • Religion • Reputation •

Respect • Responsibility • Sacrifice • Security • Self-sufficiency • Self-Respect • Service • Spirituality • Spontaneity •

Stability • Structure • Success • Status • Trustworthiness • Visionary • Vulnerability • Warmth • Wealth • Wisdom •

 

 

Top three non-negotiable values: 


